In remote sensing images, the existence of the clouds has a great impact on the image quality and subsequent image processing, as the images covered with clouds contain little useful information. Therefore, the detection and recognition of clouds is one of the major problems in the application of remote sensing images. Present there are two categories of method to cloud detection. One is setting spectrum thresholds based on the characteristics of the clouds to distinguish them. However, the instability and uncertainty of the practical clouds makes this kind of method complexity and weak adaptability. The other method adopts the features in the images to identify the clouds. Since there will be significant overlaps in some features of the clouds and grounds, the detection result is highly dependent on the effectiveness of the features. This paper presented a cloud detection method based on feature extraction for remote sensing images. At first, find out effective features through training pattern, the features are selected from gray, frequency and texture domains. The different features in the three domains of the training samples are calculated. Through the result of statistical analysis of all the features, the useful features are picked up to form a feature set. In concrete, the set includes three feature vectors, respectively, the gray feature vector constituted of average gray, variance, first-order difference, entropy and histogram, the frequency feature vector constituted of DCT high frequency coefficient and wavelet high frequency coefficient, and the texture feature vector constituted of the hybrid entropy and difference of the gray-gradient co-occurrence matrix and the image fractal dimension. Secondly, a thumbnail will be obtained by down sampling the original image and its features of gray, frequency and texture are computed. Last but not least, the cloud region will be judged by the comparison between the actual feature values and the thresholds determined by the sample training process. Experimental results show that the clouds and ground objects can be separated efficiently, and our method can implement rapid clouds detection and cloudiness calculation.
INTRODUCTION INTRODUCTION INTRODUCTION INTRODUCTION
Clouds cover about 50% of the earth's surface. When acquiring remote sensing images, a large amount of clouds are recorded in the images at the same time. The existence of clouds in images not only affects the image quality but also make it difficult to extract accurate geo-spatial information from remote sensing images. In addition, due to the various thicknesses of clouds in nature it is difficult to extract the boundary between cloudy regions and cloudless regions and to label certain pixels as cloudy in digital images. Therefore, how to detect and identify the clouds of images has become the major difficulty to be solved in the process of image quality evaluation. Present there are two categories of method to cloud detection.The first category refers to multiple threshold method. The method based on the radiation characteristics of clouds and normally applied to the images generated by multispectral sensors. In images the main differences between cloud and object are their reflectance and temperature. By comparing the pre-setted thresholds of different properties and the actual values obtained from multichannels, the cloudy regions in the images can be detected. However, the instability and uncertainty of the clouds makes this kind of method complexity and has weak adaptability. Another class called feature extraction methods. the clouds can be detected based on the principles that clouds and objects has different spatial characteristics and so has different image features. But there will be significant overlaps in some features of the clouds and ground objects, So the detection result is highly dependent on the effectiveness of the features. How to select the effective features is key to the discrimination of cloudy and clear regions. Due to the limitations of current imaging equipment, the technology of acquiring multispectral information of remote sensing images is not mature enough; consequently, it lacks wide applicability for the cloud detection with multiple threshold method, while the method based on feature extraction is becoming the major research direction. The feature parameter sets are important to construct the discriminant model of cloudy and clear images. Generally speaking, the ideal feature sets are supposed to satisfy the following principles simultaneously:
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(1) Effectiveness: every feature should reflect the properties of the target to be recognized and classified to some extent; (2) Weak correlation: the correlation among different features needs to be smaller in order to reduce the mistake rate of classification; (3) Integrality: the feature sets ought to embody all the properties of the target. Through the observation of remote sensing images of various types, there are obvious differences between cloudy and cloudless areas in their gray-scale features, frequency features and texture features. So based three feature vectors the method makes up a feature space for remote sensing images.
Gray-scale Gray-scale Gray-scale Gray-scale feature feature feature feature vector vector vector vector
The gray information is the elementary statistics of the gray distribution in the images. The brightness of the cloudy areas is usually larger than that of the clear areas. In the meanwhile, there exist some distinctions in respect of gray distribution and changes. Therefore, it is possible to discriminate the cloudy images from the clear images roughly. By experimental analysis, the selected gray-scale features include the following four aspects.
1 1 1 1）G G G Gray ray ray ray----scale scale scale scale average average average average Gray-scale average embodies the overall gray level of images. The image with more clouds always has a larger gray-scale average. The expression is as follows:
2）Gray Gray Gray Gray variance variance variance variance
Gray variance is the measurement of the gray distribution uniformity for the overall image. The expression is as follows:
3 3 3 3）First First First First order order order order difference difference difference difference The first order difference describe the intensity of gray-scale changes, and the expression is as follows： 
2 2 2 2）High-frequency High-frequency High-frequency High-frequency coefficients coefficients coefficients coefficients of of of of wavelet wavelet wavelet wavelet transform transform transform transform
The Hal wavelet of Daubechies wavelet is selected in the paper to compute the high-frequency coefficients of wavelet transform and the expression is:
The corresponding scaling function is: 
2.2.3 2.2.3 2.2.3 2.2.3 T T T Texture exture exture exture feature feature feature feature vector vector vector vector Based on the subjective judgment of the human visual system, the geometrical textures of clouds in the remote sensing images are simple than those of the objects. Moreover, the edges of the cloudy areas tend to be fuzzy, smooth and changes slowly, and the edges of the objects are often sharp and have large gradient. As a result, the texture information and gradient information of images can be taken into consideration for the cloud detection. The texture information of images is obtained by gray level cooccurrence matrix, which extracts the texture features with conditional probability and reflects the amplitude information for the directions, intervals and changing magnitude in the images. The gradient information of images used to inspect the the parts where the gray value jumps, such as the edges and the grooves. With the integrated information of both gray-scale and gradient, the texture features can be extracted for the distinction of clouds from surfaces. In the paper, the quadratic statistics of gray level-gradient cooccurrence matrix are chosen as the texture feature parameters of images, which contain gradient mean square error, hybrid entropy and homogeneity. Besides, the property of fractal dimension is applied to supplementary describe the irregularities of the remote sensing images. The first step is to get the gray level co-occurrence matrix ( ) j i H , from the image, and perform normalization processing to get the normalization matrix ( )
for the calculation of the quadratic statistics.
1 1 1 1）Gradient Gradient Gradient Gradient mean mean mean mean square square square square error error error error Gradient mean square error reflects the entire gray changes of images. Generally, the gray changes of textures in the areas covered by clouds are comparatively uniform and smooth. 
Where H is called self-similar parameter. The expression of the fractal dimension of the image is as follows:
2.3 2.3 2.3 2.3 Feature Feature Feature Feature classification classification classification classification of of of of remote remote remote remote sensing sensing sensing sensing images images images images
As mentioned in the above discussions, the key problems of the cloud detection based on feature extraction lie in the selection of suitable features and the construction of classification model based on the feature space. The accuracy of cloud detection largely depends on precise of the discriminant model. After obtaining the feature space of the remote sensing image, a fast and effective method, K-means unsupervised classification method, is adopted to perform training process and the class clustering centers are determined for each class. The procedures are described as follows: 1) Determine the initial feature centers k C for each cluster.
Divide the samples of remote sensing images into k classes （the size of k depends on the number of features selected）, and randomly choose samples as the initial cluster centers from each class,
, where l refers to the number of features of each cluster center;
2) Compute the distances between each sample i x and the feature centers k C , ( )
, the sample will be sorted into the class with minimum ki d based on the minimum distance recognition criterion; 3) Recalculate the average values for all the samples of each cluster, and set them as the new cluster
where N is the sample number belonging to the corresponding centers; 4) Repeat step 2 and step 3, and carry out iterative computation until every cluster center stops changing or changes little; 5) The final cluster centers are the results of image classification, namely the discriminant model of cloudy and clear images.
In the specific cloud detection method, k is 2, which means all the images are classified into either cloudy class or clear image class. The result of image classification is the two cluster centers and their corresponding feature values.
EXPERIMENTS EXPERIMENTS EXPERIMENTS EXPERIMENTS AND AND AND AND RESULTS RESULTS RESULTS RESULTS
The cloud detection method of remote sensing images in the paper is composed of two phases: training stage for cloud samples and detection stage for test images. In the experiment, 1024 training samples obtained by the first civil high-definition survey satellite "ZY 3" with spatial resolution 64×64 pixels are used, and 30 "ZY 3" satellite images in 
CONCLUSION CONCLUSION CONCLUSION CONCLUSIONS S S S
The experiment results indicate that the proposed method is capable of reasonable discrimination between cloudy and clearsky areas effectively. Using the method the cloud can be fast detected. For many cloud free images which share the similar features with the cloudy images, such as great desert, images with fog and snow, large areas of smoke, etc. the probability of misjudgment for the cloud detection method based on feature exaction is relatively high. Currently, a possible effective way worth studying is to acquire a series of dynamic continuous images. Through the changes of two continuous images, the cloud can be detected effectively.
